
OUR STRATEGY TO CONTROL CONTAMINATION 
COMPREHENSIVE AND EFFECTIVE SOLUTION 
FROM LOEPFE AND LOPTEX  



RELIABLE DETECTION AND REMOVAL
OF ALL CONTAMINATIONS

+ LOWER COSTS, INCREASED PROFIT FOR SPINNERS

YARN WITH
SIGNIFICANT ADDED

VALUE

Highest
yarn quality

Highest
productivity

Highest machine
efficiency

Saving of
raw material

Reduced energy
consumption

Highest process
reliability

 ➜ In winding, the multi-color RGB sensor of the Loepfe yarn 
clearer YarnMaster® PRISMA allows the detection of all  
colours of foreign matter without compromise.

 ➜ In the blow-room line, 12 embedded cameras of LOPTEX 
EXA and CENTRA per channel side for color, UV- and red 
spectrum ensure a reliable detection of all kinds of contam-
ination in the raw material

 ➜Contamination cleared raw material and electronically 
cleared yarn increase the value of the yarn for the spinner

 ➜An optimized machine setting made possible with Loepfe 
yarn quality data reduces waste and increases the machine 
efficiency in winding

 ➜Reaching best results by unique technologies

 ➜With a very high flexibility of settings of both Loptex cotton 
sorters EXA24 and CENTRA24 offer the best efficiency for 
the required quality 



EFFICIENCY THRU LESS CLEARER CUTS 

Early detection and elimination of the various foreign matter 
in the opening process has a direct effect on the winding 
efficiency. Thus, the spinner benefits from less clearer cuts,
more yarn free of foreign matter and thus an increase in 
margin.

Only through a combination of systems that control contam-
ination in the opening room as well as in the winding depart-
ment can a spinning mill truly address one of the most com-
mon reasons for complaints in a sustainable manner. Early 
elimination of all types of foreign matters before they are torn 
into small pieces and distributed in the process increases not 
only the efficiency but also the quality of the yarn and its per-
formance in the subsequent processes.
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Spinning process

  Contamination development with Loepfe yarn clearer but without Loptex sorter
  Contamination development with Loepfe yarn clearer and Loptex sorter

Blow room Winding

Reduction of clearer  
cuts thanks to Loptex  
sorter in blow room



Loepfe 
YarnMaster® PRISMA

Loptex
EASY LINK EXA

Loepfe Brothers Ltd.
8623 Wetzikon 
Switzerland
www.loepfe.com

Subject to technical modifications

 ➜ 30–70% reduction of foreign matter and polypropylene 
cuts as well as remaining foreign matter in the yarn

 ➜Additionally, increased winding efficiency in terms of less  
yarn waste, and lower energy consumption thanks to 
 optimization of the cleaning curve and reduction of foreign 
matter events

 ➜Consequently, increased process reliability in weaving and 
knitting due to reduced number of splices

 ➜ Savings in raw material costs as an optimization alternative

 ➜Better compensation of variations in the degree of 
 contamination in the raw material

The cooperation between the two companies, Loepfe with its 
YarnMaster® ZENIT+ and PRISMA and Loptex with its EXA 
and CENTRA+ systems, offers their customers a winning 
combination.

Contact Loepfe sales for the most favorable offer for a com-
bined solution. 

+ BENEFITS OF A COMBINED SOLUTION 


